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Schedule
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 This week: 
 Reading: Do simulated lives matter? (ch18 & ch19).
 Discussion board post (due 5/1).

 Next week: 
 Reading: Foundations (part 7).
 Final discussion board post (due 5/8).

 Abstract plus 2-3 questions for David Chalmers. 

 Final week:
 Reading: Discussion board abstracts!
 Tuesday (5/11): David Chalmers joins our lecture. 

 Your participation counts towards an additional “discussion board” grade. 

 Final paper (due 5/20).



Discussion board (w12) posts due 5/1
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 Post 1: What (if anything) 
would it take to build a 
robot with moral status? 
Explain your answer. 200-
300 words. 

 Post 2: Provide constructive 
feedback to a post on 
another student’s thread. 
150-250 words.



Two questions
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1) What (if anything) would it take to build a 
robot with moral status?

2) What is the source of morality: what 
bestows moral status on a being?



Do any current robots have moral status?
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Is Sofia sentient?
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 Based on deep learning algorithms, 
she can:
 move her face, head, and body,
 recognize faces, 
 recognize emotion.

 Based on a decision tree algorithm, 
she can:
 have a conversation,
 the algorithm maps her speech 

outputs one-to-one with possible 
speech inputs,

 analogous to Searle’s translation 
manual in the Chinese Room.  

 Sofia discussing the trolly problem.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8MjIU4eq__A


The trolly problem
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Don’t pull the lever: trolly kills five.
Pull the lever: trolly kills one.

What should you do?



The transplant case
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Should the doctor kill one healthy patient 
to save five dying patients?



The bridge case
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Should you save five by pushing one man into the train?



Ethical theories
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Divine-command theory
 An action is morally right iff it’s what God commands. 

 Problem: Euthyphro’s dilemma.

Utilitarianism
 The right thing to do is whatever does the greatest good for the greatest number.

 Problem: transplant case.

Deontology
 Act only in accord with those rules that you can also will as universal laws. 

 Problem: too legalistic? A leftover from divine-command theory?

Rule-based utilitarianism
 A moral rule is acceptable when adopting it as universal leads to the best consequences. 

 Problem: leads to immoral consequences?

Virtue ethics
 The moral character of an action is understood in terms of the moral character of a 

person who would perform that action. 
 Problem: no clear criteria for how to act?



Simulations and moral status
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 When is it morally permissible to create a simulation?

 When is it permissible to end one?

 What are our moral responsibilities as simulators?

 Do sims have moral status – do their lives matter?



The zombie trolly problems
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Case 1:
Don’t pull the lever: trolly 

kills five zombies.
Pull the lever: trolly kills one 

conscious being.

Case 2:
Don’t pull the lever: trolly 
kills a planet of zombies.

Pull the lever: trolly kills one 
conscious chicken.



What bestows moral status on a being?
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 The consciousness view
 Capacity for consciousness is necessary and sufficient for 

moral status.
 Amount of moral status corresponds to amount of 

consciousness. 

 The sentience view
 Capacity for consciousness is necessary but not sufficient for 

moral status.
 Moral status requires capacity for suffering and pleasure. 



The Vulcan trolly problem
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Don’t pull the lever: trolly kills five Vulcans.
Pull the lever: trolly kills one conscious human.

(Vulcans are like us, have a stream of consciousness, but lack the 
capacity for suffering and pleasure.)
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